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I. What is algorithmic

discrimination?



(cc) Joy Buolamwini, 'The Coded Gaze' (2016)

See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=162VzSzzoPs

Some examples of 
algorithmic 

discrimination



Algorithm: a set of computer instructions that, based on a
series of input data, can produce a certain value or set of
values as output and which is used for problem-solving
purposes

Rule-based
Machine-learning
Deep learning
Artificial Intelligence

Bias:  a systematic error in the outcome of algorithmic 
operations

Key definitions

http://www.menti.com/


'Garbage in, 
     garbage out'

Algorithmic Design + Data

How does algorithmic
discrimination arise?

Human
stereotypes

Structural
inequalities

Past
discrimination

Planning

Development
Decision-
making &

use

http://www.menti.com/
http://www.menti.com/
http://www.menti.com/
http://www.menti.com/


What challenges do algorithms pose in the context of gender
equality and non-discrimination law?

The human factor, stereotyping and cognitive bias

challenge

The data challenge

The correlation and proxies challenge

The transparency and explainability challenge

The scale and speed challenge

The responsibility challenge



II. Challenges to EU equality law: gaps and frictions





Algorithmic
discrimination against
platform workers 
Digital gender pay gap

 Employment:

Hierarchy of protection: gaps
related to online
discrimination of consumers
beyond gender and race
Personalised offers and pricing
Exceptions: algorithmic
discrimination in  advertising 

 Goods and services:

Further exceptions
 Education and the media:

Scope-related shortcomings



Protected grounds and algorithmic discrimination:
tensions and frictions

Gender-based algorithmic
classifications
Correlations and proxies
New forms and grounds of
discrimination
Exhaustive list of protected grounds
Algorithmic granularity and
intersectionality
Dynamic vs. static categorisations



Correlations and proxies

Discrimination: 'on grounds of'
Proximity to protected grounds?
Definition, scope and boundaries
of protected grounds?
C-280/04 Jyske Finans

Correlation vs. causality
Proxy attributes
Neutrality vs 'feedback loops'



Emergent patterns of discrimination?

Social distinctions and hierarchies
Structural patterns of inequality
Group stereotyping

New forms of social sorting
Function and boundaries
of non-discrimination law?



The problem of intersectionality

Protected grounds of
discrimination
'Single-axis' model
C-443/15 Parris (2016)

Granularity of profiling
Subcategorisation
Invisibility



Types of discrimination: classifying algorithmic discrimination

Direct discrimination Indirect discrimination

Link to protected
ground
Treatment,
perpetrator and
causality
Individual harm and
symmetry

Neutrality
Effects and
structural inequality
Collective harm and
asymmetry
Open justifications



Establishing proof of discrimination despite
the lack of transparency of 'black box'
algorithms (Pasquale 2015), the lack of
explainability obligations and the opacity of
proprietary algorithms
Allocating responsibility within fragmented
chain of actors and complex human-machine
interactions
Attributing liability across multiple legal
regimes in complex and composite AI  
systems

Procedural difficulties



III. Challenges at national level





Labour market policy
Social welfare
Education
Policing and fraud detection
Administration of justice
Media regulation

Employment and platform
work
Banking and insurance
Administration of justice
Targeted advertising, price-
setting and retail

Usages of algorithms in Europe

Public sector Private sector



Biases in data

Experts report problems linked to....

Discriminatory effects

Lack of transparency and information

Detection of algorithmic
discrimination

Responsibility issues

Digital gender gap



Public awareness and scientific discussions

General Specific

Emerging

Well-established



Limited legislative responses 
In most countries, existing equality law will be relevant 
But problems and gaps
Other relevant provisions to be found in civil and criminal
law as well as sectoral and technology specific legislation
Role of data protection legislation

Limited case law dealing with algorithmic
discrimination 
Enforcement issues are foreseen

National legal responses



IV. Enforcing
algorithmic equality:
solutions and
opportunities





Law

TechnologyKnowledge

Solutions: 
A triangular approach



Solutions: 
A holistic framework

'PROTECT'

REVENT

EDRESS

PEN

RAIN

XPLAIN

ONTROL

EST



Monitoring practices: public bodies, private
sector and civil society organisation
Recommendations and guidelines
Voluntary codes of conducts, co- and self-
regulation
Public bodies: data protection agencies,
equality bodies...
Public-private alliances and ethics platforms
Diversity policies in the digital sector:
education, labour market

Good practices at national level



Detection of discrimination in algorithmic and
human decision-making: e.g. auditing algorithms
Potential increase in replicability and accuracy of
decision-making
Debiaising strategies can be implemented in
machine-based: e.g. bias minimisation and
mitigation techniques

Technology opens new opportunities for
gender equality and non-discrimination:
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